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We believe that society is facing un-
precedented economic, environmen-
tal, social, and cultural challenges, but 
we are convinced that sustainability 
is the key to transforming these chal-
lenges into opportunities. To ensure 
a successful and sustainable business, 
our company needs to not only gener-
ate financial value but also social and  
environmental value.

“When METRO made a fresh start in July 
2017, concentrating solely on its food 
business, we were very aware that a 
fresh start did not mean going back 
to square one with everything: When 
it comes to global challenges like cli-
mate protection, hunger, and resource 
shortages, we do not have the luxury of 
a fresh start. Not just continuing, but 

stepping up our sustainability activi-
ties is what we strive for,” emphazises 
Veronika Pountcheva, Global Director  
Corporate Responsibility, METRO AG.  

METRO considers itself to be an active 
member of the global community and 
strives to contribute to the creation of 
additional value. We therefore commit 
to the attainment of the United Nations 
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Develop-
ment and its 17 Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals (SDGs) as well as the Ten 
Principles of the UN Global Compact, 
which define the global, yet specific 
framework for our actions. This is also 
clearly articulated in our Human Rights 
Policy, which encompasses our commit-
ment in this respect. We are convinced 
that we should not limit our efforts to the  

requirements imposed on us by legisla-
tors. As a company, we have a moral obli-
gation to balance our economic interests 
between both social demands as well as 
the demands of our customers, employ-
ees, investors, and business partners. 
We must also respect the limits placed 
on us by humanity and the natural en-
vironment. For METRO, sustainability 
encompasses every single aspect of our 
actions. It is deeply rooted in our cor-
porate strategy. 

To us, sustainable action is both a re-
sponsibility and an opportunity to shape 
our business and engage our customers, 
employees, investors, and partners. We 
strive to be an attractive employer and a 
reliable, service-focused system partner 
for our customers and all our partners 

by making our expertise, products, and 
solutions available for their benefit. This 
contribution toward reaching a new 
level of sustainability in the food and 
food services industry is what drives us. 

Our people: Committed to change

In the end, it is people who change the 
world and shape our society, govern-
ments, and businesses. Thus, to METRO, 
sustainability is foremost an attitude and 
a way of working towards common goals. 
Our employees are the most powerful 
lever and provide us with a great op-
portunity: We have more than 150,000 
people working with METRO who are 
collaborating with thousands of sup-
pliers and other partners and reaching 
out to our 21 million customers and 
their countless consumers on a daily 
basis. We actually can make a change. 
This explains why “sustainable business” 
is one of our employees’ five guiding 
principles, illustrating the importance 
of sustainability to our business. 

Principles are of high value, but we do 
not stop after establishing them. We 

understand that it is our responsibility to 
enable our people to live up to our princi-
ples: Running a sustainable business can-
not be done without strong leadership. 
Our leaders need to take responsibility 
and ownership to contribute to a more 
sustainable environment. Looking for 
sustainable solutions requires courage, 
creativity, persistence, and out-of-the-box 
thinking. Hence, leadership develop-
ment is crucial to fully make use of the 
potential of our people. METRO therefore 
developed a 1.5-year application pro-
gram for employees who want to drive 
change toward developing an increas-
ingly sustainable company. In the METRO 
Sustainable Leadership Program, they 
are guided through an outstanding jour-
ney to develop sustainable leadership 
within themselves and implement sus-
tainability projects throughout the com 
pany, thereby truly building “sustain-
able business.”

Our own operations: ambitious 
targets

With 763 stores and our Food Service 
Distribution specialists spread across 

a total of 35 countries, we have direct 
impact and can drive sustainable change. 
Committing to sustainability targets 
and KPIs spurs us to steering our own 
operations in a more sustainable way 
and contributing to the fulfillment of the 
SDGs, namely SDG 13 on climate action 
and SDG 6 on clean water and sanitation. 
This is why METRO is committed to: 

•  reducing the carbon footprint per 
square meter of sales floor 50 percent 
by 2030 compared to 2011,

•  reducing the amount of food waste 
derived from own operations 50 percent 
by 2025 compared to 2016, and 

•  consuming 100 million fewer liters of 
water in own operations in 2018 than 
in 2017.

To reduce our own carbon footprint 
during our sustainability journey, we 
implemented Energy Awareness and 
Savings programs, built “Green Stores,” 
changed our open refrigerant devices to 
closed-door devices, and started the roll-
out of e-mobility solutions for our own 
fleet and delivery businesses. With such 
measures, by the end of 2017, METRO 
could already reduce the company’s own 
CO

2 emissions by 21 percent. Cleaning 
in front of our own doors is part of our 
self-understanding of sustainable action. 
Along this journey, we realize every day 
what sustainability also means: resilience, 
patience, and collaboration. A true best 
practice of the described attributes is 
METRO Austria’s zero emissions store in 
St. Pölten, near Vienna. After years 

By 2050 there will be 9 billion people living on Earth, equaling a 35 percent increase in  
population compared to today. All these people will need to be fed with resources then available. 
What a tremendous challenge! And what a tremendous opportunity for METRO. After all,  
METRO’s core business is trading resources, hence it is in our core interest to responsibly  
manage them.

By Nina von Radowitz and Anne Linnenbrügger, METRO

SUSTAINABILITY DRIVES OUR 
PURPOSE

… our employees.

… the environment – in our
own business operations
for procurement and
assortment management.

… the people who work 
for us – in procurement 
and assortment 
management.

... our customers – in 
regard to consumption ... the benefit of society.

WE ACT SUSTAINABLY FOR …

>>
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of learning from our “Green Stores,” this 
pure timber construction utilizes re-
gional, FSC®-certified wood, which is fully 
recyclable and creates a positive indoor 
climate for customers and employees. 
The 9,000 square meter photovoltaic 
system on the roof of the building makes 
the store energy self-sufficient. Surplus 
solar energy is made available at METRO 
charging stations to top customers with 
electric vehicles at no cost. 

Changes in our own operations resulting 
from the significant growth in the Food 
Service Distribution (FSD) business imply 
the creation of potential new impacts on 
society and the environment. They derive 
from the natural and social capital we 
generate with our business and depend 
on at the same time. Being aware of 
these relationships, METRO took a new 
approach in terms of assessing the envi-
ronmental, social, and economic impacts 
of our FSD business compared to our 
traditional Cash & Carry store concept. 
The results of a thorough analysis of 
the Natural and Social Capital Protocol 
were convincing, showing a benefit of 
€68 per €1,000 in sales through FSD 
compared to METRO’s traditional store 
concept. The main driver of the impact is 
generated by the time saved by business 
customers, who do not need to travel to 
shop. This comprises 78 percent of the 
total benefits. Additional benefits are 
derived from avoidance of food waste 
during transport and more donations 
to food banks.

Being a food (lover) business, it is not just 
our duty to fight against waste – and food 
waste, in particular – due to ecological, 
ethical, and social reasons; it is, in fact, an 
issue close to our heart and a particular 
challenge of the greatest magnitude. As 
with many challenges, the key is to work 
on the topic using a holistic approach. 
To reduce the amount of food waste, we 
looked into our own operations in order 
to steer and optimize our processes. By 
introducing two indicators – recycling 
waste rate and donations to food banks 
(or comparable organizations) – we can 
continuously monitor our progress. 

We collaborate with startups such as 
WHOLESURPLUS from Turkey, which, 
following the “food recovery hierarchy” 
model, introduced a “one stop waste 
management platform” that has allowed 
our pilot store in Turkey to donate ap-
proximately 70 percent of total surplus 
food in just the pilot operations, while 
at the same time greatly improving the 
sell-by date score. 

Following our guiding principle of ”cus-
tomer success,” we also want to be a 
competent partner for the hospitality 
sector: We provide solutions to help pre-
vent food waste in their operations and 
create an impact on their communities, 
for example by donating food.

Raising our wholesale customers’ 
awareness to the value of food is our 
third pillar. Accordingly, to reduce the 
amount of food that goes uneaten, our  
Cash & Carry organizations in Italy, 
France, Turkey, Poland, and Germany 
have collaborated with various project 
partners to design a “doggy bag” for 
restaurants and caterers and revive the 

“fashion” of taking leftovers home. 

Another project, the METRO Water Initia-
tive tackles water scarcity and addresses 
the careful use of the valuable resource 
on a regular basis. In a joint effort with 
suppliers, awareness and education cam-
paigns are launched for employees and 

customers. In an effort to optimize its 
own operations, in 2018 METRO aims 
at saving 100 million liters of water 
compared to 2017. For example, METRO 
Poland saves 2 million liters of water an-
nually following the installation of flow 
regulators at the water intakes. Rungis 
Express, a premium food supplier and 
a part of METRO, saves 1 million liters 
of water with its new crate-washing 
machine at its production site in Meck-
enheim, Germany.

Our sustainable procurement and 
supply chain approach

Being aware of the scarcity of resources 
every day – yet being so dependent 
on them in order to run our core busi-
ness, while trading with those very same  
resources – METRO is strongly commit-
ted to sourcing its products in a sustain-
able manner. In 2013 we launched our 
sustainable sourcing policy, which is 
implemented through particular com-
modity policies on sustainable sourcing. 
Through these policies, METRO contrib-
utes toward achieving SDG 12 (respon-
sible consumption and production) and 
particularly SDG 14 (life below water).

Being one of Europe’s leading fresh-fish 
wholesalers, METRO’s specific focus is on 
the sustainable sourcing of fish. METRO 
has committed to sourcing 80 percent of 
its 12 most important fish species in a 

sustainable way by 2020. To achieve our 
target, we are collaborating with various 
international multistakeholder organi-
zations such as the Global Sustainable 
Seafood Initiative, the Global Dialogue 
on Seafood Traceability, and the World 
Economic Forum, and we have also signed 
the Tuna 2020 Traceability Declaration. 

Without healthy oceans our commit-
ment to sustainable fishing though 
would go to waste. That is why on World 
Oceans Day 2018, we started an internal 
and external campaign to raise aware-
ness for the amounts of plastic waste 
that partly end up in the oceans and put 
ocean biodiversity at stake. Understand-
ing the problem, educating for solutions 
and improvement and implementing 
changes in our own operations, e.g. with 
our revised packaging policy, we drive 
the change from within our organiza-
tion with the #METROPlasticFighters 
initiative.

METRO is also taking a lead when it 
comes to traceability by offering a GS1 
standards-based solution via its METRO 
PROTrace App. By scanning a barcode on 
the product, e.g. fish, the customer can 
retrieve information on origin, catching 
method, catch date, etc. In times of food 
scandals and overwhelming consumer 
information in a globalized economy, 
really knowing the origins of our prod-
ucts is of utmost interest to consumers. 

METRO perceives this trend as a (r)evo-
lutionary development and considers 
itself to be returning to the roots of 
sustainable partnerships with its regional 
suppliers. Thus, we offer a widespread 
assortment of regional products to meet 
our customers’ needs. At the same time, 
we take the traditional interpretation 
of “regional products” to a new level of 
proximity: METRO pilots with indoor 
farming startup companies such as  

“INFARM” in order to grow products such 
as fresh herbs and salads directly in the 
METRO stores – or even at the custom-
ers’ restaurants. 

Our engagement as a corporate 
citizen

METRO is part of society and convinced 
of the greater value of giving back. It 
is only by collaborating with our own 
employees and external partners that we 
can help people who are disadvantaged 
and in need. Following our convictions 
also helps us contribute toward achiev-
ing SDG 2 – zero hunger, which, in the 
eyes of METRO, is the SDG most likely 
to be achieved by 2030. 

Our program “WeHelp” is a great ex-
ample of what we can achieve when 
joining forces. Since 2015 the volunteer 
work of our employees in more than 200 
projects has supported a great number 
of people in need. METRO contributes 

by financially supporting the volunteer 
work of its employees as well as encour-
aging sustainable leadership also in the 
area of corporate citizenship. 

Following our holistic approach of fight-
ing food waste, METRO has been donat-
ing surplus food to food bank organiza-
tions for more than two decades now. 
Furthermore, METRO AG has been the 
main financial sponsor of the federation 
of German food banks for more than 10 
years. This is a sustainable partnership 
in every way, manifesting the perfect 
win-win-win solution for, most impor-
tantly, people in need, but also for the 
food banks and METRO.

METRO Cash & Carry Italy, followed by 
Ukraine and Pakistan, are proving the 
success of partnerships with food banks 
by engaging with the United Nations 
World Food Programme (WFP). This co-
operation, signed in 2016, aims at raising 
funds with the help of METRO organiza-
tions in order to support the work of the 
WFP in its role as a frontline organization 
in fighting hunger. Again, it is people 
who are making the change, as METRO 
employees have raised funds through 
their own contributions, for example 
through paycheck donations but also 
through in-kind donations. 

METRO’s IT specialists advise WFP in the 
area of retail engagement and the corre-
sponding management of itemized sales 
data. Our customers are also involved 
in METRO’s fundraising campaigns for 
the WFP, for example via cause-related 
marketing campaigns and the possibility 
to donate loyalty points.

We firmly believe that sustainability can 
only be fully realized by joining forces 
and finding common ground. In our 
eyes, collaborating in trustful partner-
ships – with our own people and our 
partners along the supply chain – is the 
key to sustainable, successful business 
and satisfied customers. 

METRO Sustainable – better for you 
and the planet. 

Logo

Possibility to add a campaign logo

Four-page good practice example 
individually designed

500 free copies

Corresponding SDG icon 

Individually designed graphics
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HOW IT WORKS
The Yearbook includes good practice examples of your corporation 
thus showing precise ways to adopt the 17 Global Goals. Platinum  
partners add an in-depth report on their SDG-related activities with a 
four-page good-practice example. Every case study includes pictures  

and your corporate logo. Of course all texts pass lectorship and the 
draft layouts are individually coordinated with you. In addition, a 
substantial editorial framework highlights major trends and issues, 
globally and regionally, placing your activities as forward-thinking 
company in a broader context.
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We believe that society is facing un-
precedented economic, environmen-
tal, social, and cultural challenges, but 
we are convinced that sustainability 
is the key to transforming these chal-
lenges into opportunities. To ensure 
a successful and sustainable business, 
our company needs to not only gener-
ate financial value but also social and  
environmental value.

“When METRO made a fresh start in July 
2017, concentrating solely on its food 
business, we were very aware that a 
fresh start did not mean going back 
to square one with everything: When 
it comes to global challenges like cli-
mate protection, hunger, and resource 
shortages, we do not have the luxury of 
a fresh start. Not just continuing, but 

stepping up our sustainability activi-
ties is what we strive for,” emphazises 
Veronika Pountcheva, Global Director  
Corporate Responsibility, METRO AG.  

METRO considers itself to be an active 
member of the global community and 
strives to contribute to the creation of 
additional value. We therefore commit 
to the attainment of the United Nations 
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Develop-
ment and its 17 Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals (SDGs) as well as the Ten 
Principles of the UN Global Compact, 
which define the global, yet specific 
framework for our actions. This is also 
clearly articulated in our Human Rights 
Policy, which encompasses our commit-
ment in this respect. We are convinced 
that we should not limit our efforts to the  

requirements imposed on us by legisla-
tors. As a company, we have a moral obli-
gation to balance our economic interests 
between both social demands as well as 
the demands of our customers, employ-
ees, investors, and business partners. 
We must also respect the limits placed 
on us by humanity and the natural en-
vironment. For METRO, sustainability 
encompasses every single aspect of our 
actions. It is deeply rooted in our cor-
porate strategy. 

To us, sustainable action is both a re-
sponsibility and an opportunity to shape 
our business and engage our customers, 
employees, investors, and partners. We 
strive to be an attractive employer and a 
reliable, service-focused system partner 
for our customers and all our partners 

by making our expertise, products, and 
solutions available for their benefit. This 
contribution toward reaching a new 
level of sustainability in the food and 
food services industry is what drives us. 

Our people: Committed to change

In the end, it is people who change the 
world and shape our society, govern-
ments, and businesses. Thus, to METRO, 
sustainability is foremost an attitude and 
a way of working towards common goals. 
Our employees are the most powerful 
lever and provide us with a great op-
portunity: We have more than 150,000 
people working with METRO who are 
collaborating with thousands of sup-
pliers and other partners and reaching 
out to our 21 million customers and 
their countless consumers on a daily 
basis. We actually can make a change. 
This explains why “sustainable business” 
is one of our employees’ five guiding 
principles, illustrating the importance 
of sustainability to our business. 

Principles are of high value, but we do 
not stop after establishing them. We 

understand that it is our responsibility to 
enable our people to live up to our princi-
ples: Running a sustainable business can-
not be done without strong leadership. 
Our leaders need to take responsibility 
and ownership to contribute to a more 
sustainable environment. Looking for 
sustainable solutions requires courage, 
creativity, persistence, and out-of-the-box 
thinking. Hence, leadership develop-
ment is crucial to fully make use of the 
potential of our people. METRO therefore 
developed a 1.5-year application pro-
gram for employees who want to drive 
change toward developing an increas-
ingly sustainable company. In the METRO 
Sustainable Leadership Program, they 
are guided through an outstanding jour-
ney to develop sustainable leadership 
within themselves and implement sus-
tainability projects throughout the com 
pany, thereby truly building “sustain-
able business.”

Our own operations: ambitious 
targets

With 763 stores and our Food Service 
Distribution specialists spread across 

a total of 35 countries, we have direct 
impact and can drive sustainable change. 
Committing to sustainability targets 
and KPIs spurs us to steering our own 
operations in a more sustainable way 
and contributing to the fulfillment of the 
SDGs, namely SDG 13 on climate action 
and SDG 6 on clean water and sanitation. 
This is why METRO is committed to: 

•  reducing the carbon footprint per 
square meter of sales floor 50 percent 
by 2030 compared to 2011,

•  reducing the amount of food waste 
derived from own operations 50 percent 
by 2025 compared to 2016, and 

•  consuming 100 million fewer liters of 
water in own operations in 2018 than 
in 2017.

To reduce our own carbon footprint 
during our sustainability journey, we 
implemented Energy Awareness and 
Savings programs, built “Green Stores,” 
changed our open refrigerant devices to 
closed-door devices, and started the roll-
out of e-mobility solutions for our own 
fleet and delivery businesses. With such 
measures, by the end of 2017, METRO 
could already reduce the company’s own 
CO

2 emissions by 21 percent. Cleaning 
in front of our own doors is part of our 
self-understanding of sustainable action. 
Along this journey, we realize every day 
what sustainability also means: resilience, 
patience, and collaboration. A true best 
practice of the described attributes is 
METRO Austria’s zero emissions store in 
St. Pölten, near Vienna. After years 

By 2050 there will be 9 billion people living on Earth, equaling a 35 percent increase in  
population compared to today. All these people will need to be fed with resources then available. 
What a tremendous challenge! And what a tremendous opportunity for METRO. After all,  
METRO’s core business is trading resources, hence it is in our core interest to responsibly  
manage them.

By Nina von Radowitz and Anne Linnenbrügger, METRO

SUSTAINABILITY DRIVES OUR 
PURPOSE

… our employees.

… the environment – in our
own business operations
for procurement and
assortment management.

… the people who work 
for us – in procurement 
and assortment 
management.

... our customers – in 
regard to consumption ... the benefit of society.

WE ACT SUSTAINABLY FOR …

>>
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The 2030 Agenda and the Sustainable Development Goals are our collective 
response to building a fair globalization. They are a recognition of the need 
to address the gaps in the extraordinary expansion of the global economy 
over the last decades. 

We need to embed the essence of the 2030 Agenda into everything that we 
do. How do we get there? Let me point to several essential pathways.

First, we must mobilize the transformative power of the world’s young  
people. Education is essential – as a critical tool for empowerment, for  
advancing gender equality and decent work for all, and for changing the 
way we produce, consume and live.

Second, we need to get greenhouse gas emissions under control. Climate 
change is moving faster than we are. Yet we see insufficient political will to 
meet commitments. The foundation for climate action is the Paris Agree-
ment on climate change. Its main goal is to limit global temperature rise to 
well below 2 degrees Celsius, and as close as possible to 1.5 degrees. But we 
must acknowledge that Paris is not enough. The economic and social trans-
formation needed to stay well below 2 degrees, requires nothing short of an 
industrial and energy revolution and we are not yet there.

Third, funding gaps for SDG investments are vast and urgent. We must 
unlock the large levels of financing necessary to implement the 2030 Agenda, 
particularly in vulnerable countries. Countries must do everything to mobi-
lize internal resources. But the international community must do all it can 
to make sure they support countries in this effort by fighting illicit flows of 
capital, money laundering, and tax evasion. 

Fourth, technology has great potential to help deliver the SDGs. But it can 
also be at the root of exclusion and inequality. We need to harness the  
benefits of advanced technologies for all.

Finally, we must further strengthen institutions. For peaceful and inclusive 
societies, we need justice, effectiveness, transparency, accountability, and 
participation – principles that institutions should follow to deliver the 2030 
Agenda, to realize all human rights and to strengthen the trust on which 
social cohesion is built.

We must address the drivers of conflict and support the long-term  
capacities and institutions that are required for sustaining peace and  
sustainable development. Multilateralism is the only way to tackle the  
complex, inter-connected and long-term challenges we are facing.

Global Logistics Partner:

This publication is kindly supported by:

The Global Goals Yearbook is a product of macondo publishing GmbH in support of the Sustainable Development Goals, and the advancement of 
corporate sustainability globally. This publication is intended strictly for learning purposes. The inclusion of company names and / or examples 
does not constitute an endorsement of the individual companies by the United Nations.

“
H.E. António Guterres  
UN Secretary-General
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When businesses engage in partnerships for the Goals, this is more than just signing 
checks. It means inserting the “do good” imperative of the Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) into corporate culture, business cases, innovation cycles, investor 
relationships, and, of course, the daily management processes and (extra-)financial 
reporting.  
 
The Yearbook includes arguments from academic and business experts, the World 
Bank, and the Club of Rome, as well as UN entities, among them UNDP, UNSSC, 
UNOPS, UN JIU, and UN DESA. 
 
A core question concerns financing partnerships.   
 
Sustainable development requires sustainable financing. UN sources estimate the 
need for financing the SDGs to be from $4 to 4.5 trillion annually. Current annual 
investments total about $1.5 trillion. So we are talking about an annual investment 
gap of $2.5 to $3 trillion. To close this gap, financing from private sources is needed, 
including from capital markets, institutional investors, and businesses.   
 
With private-sector engagement, not only does a new player enter the arena, but also 
new rules are being applied: “Financing” is a fundamentally different concept than 
the traditional idea of “funding.” It connects the “return on investment” concept with 
the SDGs. The question is: How do we combine social benefits with profit? 
 
Good practices. 

Corresponding to the idea of learning from role models, the Global Goals Yearbook 
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knowledge-exchange and learning in the spirit of the SDGs and the Ten Principles of 
the UN Global Compact. The Global Goals Yearbook helps to advance corporate 
transparency, promotes the sharing of good business practices, and, perhaps most 
significantly, gives a strong voice to the regional and global stakeholders that are at 
the heart of the sustainability agenda. 
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change potentially could incur great costs. Crop yields would 
be put at risk by changing precipitation patterns and sea levels 
would rise slowly but inevitably. In combination with increas-
ing extreme weather events, this threatens global hubs over 
the long term such as New York, Shanghai, and Mumbai, to 
name just three examples.

Yet there is also that other consideration, one that neither 
I as a scientist nor any business leader can neglect, because 
we are citizens of this one world after all. We feel we have a 
responsibility to act for those who lack the means to do this – 
namely, our distant neighbors living in developing countries 
and our children’s children who have yet to be born.

It is a tragedy of historic dimensions that climate change impacts 
are likely to be most severe in those countries – and for those 
populations – that contributed least to global greenhouse 
gas emissions. Most developing countries are situated in the 
regions where, for example, the monsoon regime might show 
a significantly increased variability, where storm surges might 
intensify, and where rising sea levels – which are not distrib-
uted equally across the globe – will be the greatest. Moreover, 
it is in these countries that many farmers cannot afford even 
for just one season of crops to fail, as they have no reserves to 
fall back on. And many governments in these countries do not 
have the resources for adaptation measures such as building 
dams. It is this combination of factors that, as the World Bank’s 
President, Jim Yong Kim, put it, “should shock us into action.”  

Now climate change poses a triple problem of distance. First, 
of temporal distance: Most impacts of global warming will start 
to really be felt in the second half of this century, not now. But 
it is right now that one has to act if those future effects are to 
be avoided. The second problem of distance is geographical. 
Pakistan, which is vulnerable to climate change for many 
reasons, is a distant place to care about. But as globalization 
makes our world smaller, climate change impacts that disturb 
the economic and political stability of Pakistan – which is a 
neighbor of Afghanistan and India – quite obviously could 
affect our livelihoods as well.

The third problem of distance could be called a cognitive one. 
Though the basic facts – such as that CO2 emissions lead 
to global warming – are clear, admittedly the findings of 
cutting-edge climate science often are difficult for non-experts 
to access and comprehend. The analyses deal with nonlinear 
processes in complex systems. They are often based on intricate 
computer simulations and come with uncertainties about, for 
example, the exact magnitude of climate impacts and their 
distribution in space and time. But this can be boiled down 
to a risk-management approach. Risk is defined as probability 
multiplied by the potential damage. So even if the probability 
is small, the potentially huge damage that climate change 
implies makes it a very significant risk.

Confronted with risk, and the need to fundamentally change 
the way we do business, denial is a popular reaction. However, 
to be a corporate citizen also implies the necessity to con-
tribute to the public debate on climate change. That debate 
knows four stages of denial: (1) There is no climate change; 
(2) it exists, but it is not man-made; (3) it might be caused by 
our greenhouse gas emissions, but the impacts are not dan-
gerous; (4) the impacts might be dangerous, but we cannot 
do anything about them because it is too late, too difficult, 
or because states and companies will not act. On a different 
level, procrastinating and pretending that the matter is not 
really urgent can be a form of denial as well. It is that fourth 
stage of denial that is the most perfidious. 

Unfortunately, the same could be said about attempts to 
hide the issue of climate change behind a cloud of further 
considerations regarding the sustainability issue. Broadening 
an issue can be a way of avoiding the challenge of actually 
tackling it. Climate change is a crucial factor, in many cases 
triggering other elements of a sustainability vision. Cutting 
CO

2 is a prerequisite for achieving progress with other sustain-
ability issues. Therefore, corporate responsibility in the age 
of climate change is not about putting recycled paper in the 
printer, or sponsoring some game reserve in Kenya. These 
might be good things to do, but what companies really need 
to do is to consider transforming their core business, as this 
has the biggest impact on their greenhouse gas emissions.

For those who dare to do this, promising paths lie ahead. The 
world is awaiting innovation that will change our industrial 
metabolism. In order to develop smart power grids and new 
technologies for energy storage, remove CO2 from the atmos-
phere through intelligent use of biomass, use urban mining to 
recycle materials, find more efficient ways to achieve seawater 
desalination, and design new ways of urban planning and build-
ing, nothing less than a third industrial revolution is needed.

Again, this is certainly about green growth, but it is also about 
responsibility toward society as a whole. The choice about 
whether to be a laggard or a pioneer in this approaching in-
dustrial revolution might be the most important part of that 
thing we call corporate responsibility. 

Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Hans Joachim 

Schellnhuber has been Director of the 

Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact 

Research (PIK) since he founded the 

institute in 1992. Furthermore, he is 

Chair of the German Advisory Council 

on Global Change (WBGU).

The Great Transformation toward a post-fossil fuel economy is 
certainly a business opportunity – but it is much more than 
that: It is a matter of ethics.

This does not contradict at all the fact that cutting our green-
house gas emissions would be a downright rational choice that 
is based on sound science, as it is clear that unabated climate 
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Anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions are breaking new records every year. At present,  
we are on a track that will lead us to global warming of 4 degrees Celsius by the end of the 
century. The consequences are fatal, and it is mainly the poor of this world who will have 
to pay for it. Professor Dr. Hans Joachim Schellnhuber, member of the IPCC and Director 
of the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK), warns: “If the world is to avoid 
dangerous climate change, the discussion in Rio needs to go beyond the very broad topic of 
sustainability and the very narrow concept of ‘green growth.’ ” The following is an exposition 
of his standpoint. 

By Prof. Dr. Hans Joachim Schellnhuber

THE WORLD 
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INNOVATION
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In an effort to encourage greater climate action, Caring for 
Climate has convened large companies and small and medium-
sized enterprises (SMEs) to uphold five key commitments, the 
essence of which are as follows:

1| Reduce emissions, set targets, and report annual perfor-
mance.

2| Devise a business strategy to approach climate risks and 
opportunities.

3| Engage with policymakers to encourage scaled-up climate 
action.

4| Work collaboratively with other enterprises to tackle climate 
change.

5| Become a climate-friendly business champion with stake-
holders.

To determine whether these commitments have been met, 
Caring for Climate conducted research and analysis of activity 
by signatories using publicly available climate change related 
information reported by signatories through the Carbon 
Disclosure Project (CDP) and in their Communications on 
Progress for Climate (COP-Climate). These are some findings, 
as presented in the Caring for Climate Progress Report 2012:

Regional and Sectoral Participation

Signatories of Caring for Climate are primarily located in 
Europe and Asia although there is a notable presence in the 
Americas as well. As seen in Figure 1, European signatories 
made up 53 percent of total membership in 2011.

Multiple industries are well represented amongst Caring for 
Climate signatories. However, the technology and industrial 
sectors are the most frequent signatories with 18 percent and 
20 percent of total membership, respectively, as indicated in 
Figure 2.

Emissions Analysis

In defining a sample population of signatories for an emissions 
trend analysis, Caring for Climate took into account large 
companies that reported both high quality carbon and revenue 
data for the reporting years 2009 and 2010. After reviewing 
corporate disclosures to CDP and COP-Climate submissions 
as well as other publicly available sustainability reports and 
other relevant material, a sample population of 153 large 
companies was selected to assess the emissions performance 
of the initiative as a whole. During the reporting year 2010, 
the sampled signatories released approximately 2,017 million 
metric tonnes carbon dioxide equivalent (MtCO

2e) of scope 

1 and 2 emissions into the atmosphere. Total scope 1 and 2 
emissions of the Large Companies included in the sample 
rose by 3.8 percent between 2009 and 2010 likely due in 
part to the global economic recovery. Despite the increase in 
emissions for the entire Caring for Climate sample, approxi-
mately 42 percent of sampled signatories reported absolute 
reductions over the reporting period as detailed in Figure 3. 
The top 25 performers from the sample reportedly achieved 
approximately 16.8 MtCO2e in GHG reductions during the 
2010 reporting year. It should be noted that five companies 
within this “best in class” group achieved roughly 93 percent 
of the calculated reductions. Within the top 25 signatories, 
this population achieved between 2 percent and upwards of 
18 percent declines in emissions year over year due to specific 
emission reduction initiatives. 

Source: Caring for Climate Progress Report 2012, C4C Update Letter  

May 2013, compilation: Dr. Elmer Lenzen

Launched by the Secretary-General in 2007, Caring for Climate 
aims to advance the role of business in addressing climate 
change. Led by the UN Global Compact, the UN Environment 
Programme (UNEP) and the UN Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC), Caring for Climate provides a 
framework for business leaders to advance practical solu-
tions and help shape public policy as well as public attitudes. 
Chief executive officers who support the leadership statement 
are prepared to set goals, develop and expand strategies 
and practices, and to publicly disclose emissions. Caring for  
Climate is endorsed by nearly 350 companies from 60 coun-
tries.

Agenda Climate Change

As part of his five-year action agenda, UN Secretary-General 
Ban Ki-moon has prioritized sustainable development – 
with climate change as one of the key impulses. The United 
Nations has long been intensively engaged in various 
dialogues and targeted climate initiatives, and Caring for 
Climate is one such platform. 

PORTRAIT:  
CARING FOR CLIMATE 

Figure 1 :  Regional Breakdown by Number and 
Percentage of Caring for Climate Signatories.  

Source: UN Global Compact website
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Figure 2 :  Sector Breakdown of Caring for Climate 
Signatories.

Source: UN Global Compact website

Figure 3 :  Absolute Emission Changes for Signatory 
Sample between 2009 and 2010. 
Sources: UN Global Compact website, CDP data, and other publicly available information

CARING FOR CLIMATE BUSINESS 
FORUM AT COP 19 / CMP 9 IN WARSAW

For the first time this year, the UN Global Compact, UNEP and 
UNFCCC are organizing the Caring for Climate Business Forum: 
Innovation, Ambition, Collaboration during COP 19 / CMP 9 on 
19 - 20 November in Warsaw, Poland. At the Forum, business 
and investors will have the opportunity to directly interface with 
government negotiators, the UN and civil society. With a view to 
facilitating dialogue, action and collaboration, the Forum seeks 
to serve as a flagship channel for business to make genuine 
contributions to climate change negotiations annually.

In particular, signatories are welcome to contribute to the fol-
lowing new opportunities and workstreams:

• National Adaptation Dialogues: Global Compact Local 
Network-led dialogues for companies and local policymakers 
to enhance adaptation efforts on-the-ground, including 
throughout the supply chain and communities.

• Responsible Corporate Engagement on Climate Policy: 
Guidance on the nature and implications of corporate 
interaction within climate policy, including an engagement 
framework to help business play a positive and reinforcing 
role in achieving robust climate change policy.

• Climate and Energy Action Hub: A web-based portal that 
enables various stakeholders to collectively accelerate 
progress on climate and energy.
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OUR METHODOLOGY
The 2030 Agenda counts in all countries in the world. Developing countries, emerging economies,  
and developed countries: Everyone must make a contribution. Our methodology takes this into 
account.

At the heart of the agenda is an ambitious catalog of 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).  
The 17 SDGs take into account for the first time all three dimensions of sustainability – social, environ-
mental, economic – equally. The UN speaks of the „5 Ps“: People, Planet, Prosperity, Peace, Partner-
ship. (see UN Document “A/RES/70/1 – Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable  
Development”). Looking at sustainability topics through the lens of the 5 Ps presents a possible 
– and desirable – future: a sustainable change in the underlying conditions, a new understand-
ing of economy, and value creation. It also represents a new understanding of social responsi-
bility and participation. A 5 Ps business approach requires a redefinition and rethinking of the 
relationships between the state, the economic system, and civil society.

The 5 Ps may also help us to close another gap: Participation, transparency, and inclusiveness 
are fundamental for sustainable development. If taken seriously, these principles contradict 
an expert-driven and top-down approach to evaluation and review. It requires horizontal and 
vertical integration of management models and competence in managing multistakeholder  
dialogues. 

People, planet, prosperity, peace, and partnership are an excellent framework for the editorial  
presentation of the SDGs and for highlighting their holistic contexts in the Global Goals  
Yearbook.

HOLISTIC APPROACH

YOUR CONTACT 
Dr. Elmer Lenzen 
Fon: +49 - 251 - 200 782 -0 
E-Mail: lenzen@macondo.de

Postal Address 
macondo publishing GmbH 
Dahlweg 87 
D - 48153 Muenster 
Germany

www.macondo.de 
www.globalgoals-yearbook.org
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